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If only one child were missing and he was yours, the number would be too
much. Created for elementary school children, this photographically
illustrated, ten-story guideline demonstrates what to expect, how
exactly to spot problems, and how to respond quickly without
sermonizing. The sad news is that kids do have to learn and the good
news is that this book exists to teach them and their parents commends
Family members Circle magazine. Children learn to discriminate between
well-indicating strangers and the ones who are not.
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A former child's perspective I am right now in my 30's, but I actually
persuaded my parents to buy me this reserve when it came out in 1985. I
think it is important for parents to discuss potential scenarios
involving strangers with their kids, in order for the kid to formulate a
plan of what they might do if confronted with this event.I was raised to
become a police officer, so I am still obviously still thinking about
crime. I recall pouring over the scenarios in this publication, and
putting some of them to use - such as for example having a secret word
that a parent could have a person say to the child if they were allowed
to pick the child up from college or a task (like "pineapple") It is
very age group appropriate for a child around seven to eleven, because
it has a lot of photographs that illustrate the scenarios. Having grown
up in the period of Adam Walsh's kidnapping, I was most likely a little
more interested in "stranger danger" than your run of the mill ten year
old.
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